
Business Cycle Index

The BCI is signaling a recession. We have temporarily suspended the update as no further meaningful

information is conveyed by the BCI. We are adapting the graphics so that the end of a recession can be

identified.

May 15, 2020

Market Signals Summary:

The 3-mo Hi-Lo Index is out of the market since 3/5/2020 and the MAC US and the MAC AU are out of

the markets since 3/26/2020.  The bond market model avoids high beta (long) bonds, and the yield

curve is steepening and signaled a buy STPP. The Gold Coppock remains in gold but the iM-Gold Timer is

in cash. The Silver Coppock model is invested in silver.

The BCI, the iM-LLI and the iM-Unemployment models all have signaled a recession

The iM-GT Timer, based on Google Search Trends volume switched out of the markets on 3/5/2020.

Stock-markets:

The MAC-US model switched out of the markets on 3/26/2020. The buy-spread (green line) is rising, but

far below the buy trigger line.

 The 3-mo Hi-Lo Index Index of the S&P500 at -1.42% is above last week’s -9.43%, and is out of the stock

market since 3/5/2020.

The Coppock indicator for the S&P500 entered the market on 5/9/2019 and is invested.   This indicator is

described here

The MAC-AU model switch out of the markets on 3/27/2020. The buy-spread (green line) is rising, but

far below the buy trigger line.

Recession:

Significant backward revisions in the Fed's BBK data series, cause the iM-LLI  now to signal a recession

warning as early as begriming February,  whereas previously it was far from a recession signal.  As a

result we have no confidence in the BBK data thus we will discontinue this indicator. 

Figure 3.1  temporarily withdrawn

The Forward Rate Ratio between the 2-year and 10-year U.S. Treasury yields (FRR2-10) is above last

week’s level. It is rising steeply, typically seen at a start of a recession. A description of this indicator can

be found here.

 

The iM-Low Frequency Timer switched out of the markets on 4/13/2020. A description of this indicator

can be found here.



Bond-market:

The BVR-model avoids high beta bonds (long-bonds) and also intermediate duration bonds.

The Bond Value Ratio is shown in Fig 4.  According to the model, only when BVR turns upward after

having been lower than the lower offset-line should one consider long bonds again.

The Yield Curve:

The yield curve model indicates the trend of the 10-year and 2-year Treasuries yield spread. Figure 5

charts (i10 – i2) shows that the yield curve is above last week’s level. FLAT and STPP are ETNs;  STPP

profits from a steepening yield curve and FLAT increases in value when the yield curve flattens.  This

model confirms the direction of the BVR.

Gold:

The modified Coppock Gold indicator shown in Fig 6. This model generated a new buy signal end March

2019 and is invested in gold.

The iM GOLD-TIMER Rev-1 is in cash  since 3/16/2020.

Silver:

The modified Coppock Silver indicator shown in Fig 7. This model generated a buy signal March 19, 2020

(previously not reported).

Monthly Updates (next update June 5)

May 8, 2020

Unemployment

This model signals a recession. The end of the recession is signaled when the level of UERg starts to

recede.

CAPE-Cycle-ID

Fig 9a depicts the CAPE-Cycle-ID and the year-on-year rate-of-change of the Shiller CAPE;  the level

switched from +2 to 0 end of April 2020. This indicator is described here.

To avoid the bear market, exit stocks when the spread between the 5-month and 25-month

moving averages of S&P-real becomes negative and simultaneously the CAPE-Cycle-ID score is

0 or -2. (read more)

Estimated Forward 10-Year Returns

The estimated forward 10 year annualized real return increased to 7.4% (previous 7.8) with a 95%

confidence interval : 6.6% to 9.1% (previous 6.6% to 9.1%



iM-GT Timer

The iM-GT Timer, based on Google Search Trends volume switched out of the markets on 3/5/2020. This

indicator is described here.

TIAA Real Estate Account

The 1-year rolling return for the end of last month is 2.99%, down from last month’s 3.63%.

 


























